A new approach to measuring the sizes of small fluorescent objects by use of spatially modulated illumination ͑SMI͒ far-field light microscopy is presented. This method is based on SMI measurements combined with a new SMI virtual microscopy ͑VIM͒ data analysis calibration algorithm. Here, experimental SMI measurements of fluorescent objects with known diameter ͑size͒ were made. From the SMI data obtained, the size was determined in an independent way by use of the SMI VIM algorithm. The results showed that with SMI microscopy in combination with SMI VIM calibration, subwavelength object size measurements as small as 40 nm are experimentally feasible with high accuracy.
Introduction
Determination of the sizes of individual objects is one of the main applications of microscopy and has become of special importance in the biosciences. For example, topological analysis of three-dimensional ͑3D͒ nanostructures of complexes of biological macromolecules, biomolecular machines, is one of the major goals in modern cell biology. In most cases, such biomolecular machines have a size ͑diameter for spherical objects͞extension in a given direction͒ below some 100 nm. In particular, it is highly important for a deeper understanding of functional topology of the genome [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] that one be able to analyze individual specific chromatin regions ͑composed of DNA and proteins͒. Other examples of applications of microscopy are investigation of the organization of so-called transcription factories, with which DNA sequences are transcribed into RNA sequences; and study of the organization and the evolution of replication factories with which DNA sequences are replicated, i.e., copies with identical sequences are produced. 6 -9 Distances between the barycenter ͑BC͒ of the BMM elements ͑where BC is fluorescent intensity gravity center following specific labeling with suitable fluorochromes͒ and their sizes measured by spatially modulated illumination ͑SMI͒ microscopy provide important structural information. Although in recent years substantial progress was achieved by x-ray and electron-microscopy analysis of such biomolecular machines, these techniques did not permit the elucidation of the in vivo conformation. Whereas atomic-force microscopy and scanning near-field optical microscopy permit the study of biological nanostructures with high optical resolution if they are positioned at a surface, analysis of such structures in the interior of cells would be possible by far-field light microscopy only. The small sizes of many of these biological nanostructures until recently excluded far-field light microscopy ͑FFLM͒ from such studies.
Spectral precision distance microscopy ͑SPDM͒, 10 -12 in combination with conventional microscopic techniques or with standing-wave illumination-SMI microscopy [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and several other point-spread function ͑PSF͒ engineering methods ͑e.g., 4Pi and stimulated emission depletion), 18 -26 facilitates obtaining high-accuracy nanolocalization and subwavelength mutual distance resolution of small targets labeled with different spectral signatures. Spectral signature in any fluorescent labeling scheme allow discrimination by photophysical means of photons emitted from an object labeled with the respective spectral signature. Another, no less important, topic is determi-nation of the sizes of individual nanostructures by FFLM. Such nanosizing, e.g. of individual fluorescent objects with diameters of 50 -100 nm can be performed by FFLM in various ways: For example, one may use a PSF-engineered microscope device with an appropriately small ͑e.g., 100-nm͒ FWHM of the PSF, if necessary in combination with deconvolution techniques; another approach is to use SPDM of the object following multispectral labeling. In the latter case the size of the object is given by the topology of its labeled sites; e.g., the diameter of an object may be determined by knowledge of a sufficient number of multispectrally labeled sites on its surface.
Here, an alternative to SPDM nanosizing that uses SMI microscopy is presented. For size determination, it requires labeling with one spectral signature ͑monospectral labeling͒ only; any of the known fluorescence labeling techniques may be used; onephoton excitation is sufficient; conventional object slides may be used; and finally, the percentage of fluorescence photons that contribute to the information is as high as in epifluorescence microscopy, permitting the nanosizing of weakly fluorescent objects also. Based on previous theoretical considerations, 27 we present in this report the experimental results of nanosize measurements with this new FFLM approach. In combination with SMI virtual microscopy ͑VIM͒ evaluation tools, 27 this new method allows one to obtain experimental information about the sizes of individual fluorescent labeled objects with a diameter ͑size͒ range of approximately 40 -100 nm with high accuracy.
Materials and Methods

A. Specimens
The specimens used were fluorescent beads provided by Molecular Probes ͑Eugene, Oregon͒. In detail, beads with actual diameters of 40 and 90 nm that were excitable at a 647-nm excitation wavelength ͑red beads͒ and beads with diameters of 50 and 100 nm that were excitable at a 488-nm excitation wavelength ͑green beads͒ were used. The diameters mentioned were as specified by the manufacturer.
B. SMI Microscope setup
The SMI microscope that we used was described in detail previously. 14 Briefly, it can be represented as an interferometer setup in which two collimated and counterpropagating laser beams with linear polarization are focused into the back focal planes of two opposite objective lenses ͑for more details, see Fig. 1 and Ref. 16 and 17͒. This configuration leads to an interference pattern, i.e., a standing-wave field with plane wave fronts that are characterized by a cos 2 shape of the intensity along the axial direction. 13, 16, 17 For excitation, both an Ar ϩ laser ͑ ex ϭ 488 nm; green light͒ and a Kr ϩ laser ͑ ex ϭ 647 nm; red light͒ were used. The emitted fluorescence light was detected by a CCD camera after the light had been separated from the coherent excitation light by a dichroic beam splitter ͑for more details see Fig. 1 and Refs. 16 and 17͒. For the measurements, the objects were moved along the axial direction by use of a piezoelectric stage; the step size was 20 nm. During this procedure, images were acquired at equidistant axial positions ͑optical sectioning 14 ͒.
C. Principles of the Size-Evaluation Method
For evaluation of the axial diameters of fluorescent particles it is necessary to recall some fundamental concepts of SMI microscopy: The PSF is the intensity distribution of a pointlike object, and its axial component ͓PSF͑z͔͒ can be represented as the product of a sinc-squared function ͑the epifluorescent PSF͒ and a cosine-squared function ͑excitation PSF͒ 14, 16, 17 :
where M 1 , B, and C are positive parameters, z 1 is the position of the maximum of the epifluorescent PSF, and z 0 is an arbitrary maximum of the excitation standing-wave field ͑for more details see Fig. 2͒ . The axial intensity distribution ͑AID͒ of an extended, i.e., not pointlike, fluorescent object differs from the PSF. In this case the AID of an extended fluorescent object exhibits an internal unmodulated part ͑object disturbance͒; the larger the object, the larger the object disturbance. The AID may be approximated by the following adaptation function ͓AID͑z͔͒: where all the parameters of the first element of the sum are the same as defined in Eq. ͑1͒; M g and E are positive parameters, and z 2 is the position of the maximum of the object disturbance ͑for more details see Fig. 2 and Ref. 27͒. Positive parameter L corresponds to the mean background noise. Special attention should be paid to the second term of Eq. ͑2͒; this is an empirical term added to the mathematical expression for the PSF to describe the loss of modulation exhibited by the AID of an extended object. In particular, it comes from the observation that the shape of the inner unmodulated part is almost the same as the envelope of the PSF. We used two different approaches to evaluate the AID of a fluorescent object: Using an automatic routine, we subtracted the mean background noise from the 3D-image before extracting the AID; consequently, parameter L was fixed to be equal to zero in Eq. ͑2͒. In the second case, no background subtraction was made before we extracted the AID, and the adaptation function AID͑z͒ described in Eq. ͑2͒ was considered to be an approximation of the AID.
D. Size-Evaluation Algorithms
The concept of nanosize measurements is based on the experimentally observed fact ͑as shown in this paper͒ and the theoretical prediction 27 that the object disturbance increases when the object size increases. In terms of Eq. ͑2͒, this object disturbance was quantified by the parameter M g . With SMI VIM it is possible to determine the axial extensions ͑sizes͒ of small fluorescent objects ͑corresponding to their diameters in the case of spherical objects͒. The algorithms for these extensions were described in detail elsewhere. 27 Briefly, the object size in the direction of the optical axis ͓axial direction ͑z͔͒ is determined when an evaluation of ratio R ͑modulation contrast, R͒ between the object disturbance and the total AID maximum is made ͑see Fig. 3 and Ref. 27͒. Taking into account Eq. ͑2͒, we can write the relation between modulation contrast R and the parameter introduced in Eq. ͑2͒ as R :
27͒ we obtained SMI calibration functions; modulation contrast R was calculated as a function of the object sizes ͑equal to the diameter along the optical axis͒. To obtain these calibration functions we used only microscope parameters ͑excitation-emission wavelengths, N. A., refractive index of the embedding medium͒, whereas all experimental object information was excluded. The quantitative relation R ϭ f͑S͒ between modulation contrast ͑R͒ and object size diameter ͑S͒ was plotted and used for determination ͑calibration͒ of the object size.
Results
Several experiments were made with different kinds of beads. Measurements were performed with 40-nm A ͑diameter͒ and 90-nm A beads ͑actual diameters according to the manufacturer͒ that were excited by 647-nm wavelength ͑red beads͒; in addition, 50-nm A and 100-nm A beads excited by 488-nm wavelength ͑green beads͒ were measured. A first series of experiments was made with the 40-nm A, 90-nm A red beads and the 100-nm A green beads characterized by actual diameters ͑sizes͒ of 40, 90, and 100 nm, respectively. The beads were deposited upon a conventional object slide and embedded by use of the embedding medium Vectashield ͑Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, Calif.͒; their density was adjusted by epifluorescence microscopy such that individual, small diffraction-limited spots were observed. Such spots were assumed to be candidates for individual isolated beads; for the SMI measurements the conventional object slide was covered by a conventional coverslip; such preparation at the present experimental level did not show any particular aberration effect from the nonsymmetrical optical system used ͑object slide plus coverslip͒ and, furthermore, it represents an easy and fast protocol with which to produce reliable samples. The object slides prepared as described above were placed between the two SMI microscope objective lenses; immersion oil ͑index of refraction, n ϭ 1.515͒ was used to provide optical contact between the external surfaces of the coverslip and of the object slide and the front surfaces of the SMI objective lenses ͑N.A., 1.4; Fig. 2 . Principles of SMI imaging: ͑A͒ Representation of the axial PSF ͑right͒; for more details see text ͑Subsection 2.C͒. Ordinate, fluorescence intensity; abscissa, axial coordinate. ͑B͒ AID of an extended object. By measuring the modulation contrast ratio R between M g and M ͑see Subsections 2.C and 2.D͒ it is possible to obtain information about the size of the object along the axial direction. Left, object disturbance induced by a small object ͑axial diameter, 60 nm͒. Right object disturbance induced by a large object ͑axial diameter, 140 nm͒.
magnification, 100ϫ͒. Repeated nanosizing of individual identified objects was performed as indicated in Fig. 4 . Ensemble measurements were done as follows: By scanning the object slide with the SMI microscope, we localized total numbers of n tot ϭ 13 ͑40-nm A red beads͒, n tot ϭ 15 ͑90-nm A red beads͒, and n tot ϭ 7 ͑100-nm A green beads͒ beads. For each of these specimens, 10 independent consecutive measurements were made. For a given object slide with beads, a full set of optical sectioning ͑200 optical sections͒ was performed, providing a first 3D data stack. After completion, this procedure was carried out another nine times; each of these measurements consisted of the acquisition of 200 bidimensional ͑lat-eral x-y plane͒ images, which were orthogonal to the axial ͑z͒ direction defined by the optical axis of the two SMI objective lenses and placed along different z positions. By the object scanning stage the axial distance ͑⌬z͒ between two neighboring image planes was fixed to be 20 nm; the 3D images acquired were characterized by a voxel size of 107 nm ϫ 107 nm ϫ 20 nm.͒ For size determination we used two different approaches, as described in Subsection 2.C: In the first, the mean background noise from the 3D data stack was deduced before extraction of the AID; in the second case, the AID parameters were determined without previous subtraction of background noise. From the adaptation function ͓Eq. ͑2͔͒ we used the parameters M 1 and M g to calculate modulation contrast R ͑see Subsection 2.D͒. This experimentally determined modulation contrast R was then inserted into calibration function R ϭ f͑S͒ obtained by SMI VIM computer simulations; the excitationemission wavelengths, the refractive index of the immersion oil, and the N.A. were applied as the only additional parameters. For all the single 3D data stacks, the means of S for all the n tot beads were evaluated ͑n tot ϭ 13, 15, 7, respectively for 40-nm A red beads, 90-nm A red beads, and 100-nm A green beads͒ and considered the estimate of the size ͑diameter͒ of the beads; the standard deviation of the mean ͑SDM͒ was considered the estimate of the accuracy. The mean values calculated for all the size evaluations in the ten independent 3D data stacks were considered the estimate of the mean diameter-size S of the bead ensemble.
In Table 1 the results of size measurements are listed, as obtained after the two different methods for extraction of the AID were used. In column 1 of Table 1 the actual diameter values ͑true size ͒ of the spherical beads are listed as given by the manufacturer; in the following two columns, the results of the evaluation ͑a͒ after a background-noise subtraction was automatically made on the 3D data stacks ͑ wbg , S with background-noise subtraction͒, and ͑b͒ for the case that no subtraction of background noise was made ͑ bg , with remaining background noise͒ are listed. The results of the two different methods of data treatment were in good agreement: The measurements of the same bead ensembles did not differ Here the results of size measurements performed on 40-nm A red beads, 50-nm A green beads, 90-nm A red beads, and 100-nm A green beads are shown. In the first column the actual diameter values of the beads given by the manufacturer are listed ͑true size͒. In the second column, the results of size measurements when the background noise was automatically subtracted from the 3D data before the AID computation ͑ wbg ͒ are presented. In the third column the results of size measurements without any previous subtraction of background noise before the AID computation ͑ bg ͒ are presented. N tot , total number of measurements. by more than the estimate of the SD of these ensembles. Figure 5 shows in detail the results of measurements ͓analyzed with method͑a͔͒ of specimens consisting of 40-nm A and of 90-nm A red beads. The solid lines are the mean values of all the 10 independent data stacks ͑S wbg values͒; the dotted lines indicate the mean values plus and minus their SD values. Each of the circles is the mean value evaluated for a singular acquisition, and the bars are their individual SDMs. In the figure, the final results of the size estimates obtained by subtraction of background noise before the AID computation ͑S 40wbg , S 90wbg ͒ and without any previous subtraction of background noise before the AID evaluation ͑S 40bg , S 90bg ͒ are also given numerically. The results clearly show that the nanosizing method permits qualitative and quantitative discrimination between two samples made by 40-nm A and 90-nm A red beads. It also may be noted that the mean value of the evaluations does not change appreciably during the different acquisitions. Consequently, whenever the sample is not bleaching, the system's instabilities ͑such as microvibrations and temperature variations͒ do not critically disturb the evaluation process. Figure 6 shows in detail the measurements ͓ana-lyzed with method ͑a͔͒ when the specimen consists of 100-nm A green beads. The notation in Fig. 6 is the same as in Fig. 5 ; we separated the results presented in Fig. 6 from the results shown in Fig. 5 to prevent confusion generated by displaying in the same place the cases in which 90-nm A red beads ͑Fig. 5͒ and 100-nm A green beads were analyzed; these two different kinds of specimen cannot be illustrated in the same detection channel because they are characterized by different spectral signatures. The data show that, for 100-nm A green beads also, the results of the evaluation were not disturbed by the system perturbations.
In summary, the results of the evaluations were found to be close to the actual diameters given by the manufacturer; in all cases the accuracy of the measurements was high. Accuracies of Ӎ10 -Ӎ20% for 40-nm A red beads and of Ӎ5-Ӎ10% for 50-nm A green-beads, 100-nm A green beads, and 90-nm A red beads were found. These determinations are consistent with theoretical predictions ͑for more details see Ref. 27͒ .
The experiments made with 50-nm A green beads deserve a special remark: These beads exhibited a high fluorescence bleaching rate; thus it was not possible to repeat the SMI measurements ten times on the same ensemble of beads as in the other cases. Instead, the mean values of the sizes of four different ensembles, with 20, 22, 27, and 24 beads, were evaluated. This procedure was applied because these ensembles, made with a sufficiently large and almost equal number of beads of the same quality and treated with the same procedure, should show the same physical properties. Thus the measurements performed on these four independent ensembles can be considered equivalent to four repetitive measurements of the same ensemble. In Table 2 the results of these measurements are listed in detail; the final evaluations of all the ensembles do not present relevant differences. Thus, as stated above, these ensembles can be considered equivalent, and all the evaluations can be merged to provide a more precise estimate of the size ͑S͒ of the 50-nm A green beads. In Fig. 7 the results of the four independent measurements of specimens consisting of 50-nm A green beads are shown. We obtained these histograms by merging all the size measurements made of the four independent specimens ͑N tot ϭ 20 ϩ 22 ϩ 27 ϩ 24 ϭ Here, the results summarized in Fig. 7 are presented in detail. N indicates a single independent data stack acquisition of an entire field of view ͑for more details see Section 3͒. The second column denotes mean values plus or minus the SDM of the size evaluations performed on each data stack ͑N ϭ 1, 2, 3, 4͒ when the background noise was subtracted from the 3D data before the AID was evaluated ͑ wbg ͒; the third column denotes mean values plus or minus the SDM of the size evaluations performed on each data stack when the background noise was not subtracted from the 3D data before the AID was evaluated ͑ bg ͒. For example, in the data stack N ϭ 1, twenty single objects in the field of view were registered by SMI microscopy. The mean size ͑ wbg ͒ of these objects was determined to be 54.5 Ϯ 2.3 nm ͑SDM͒. In data stack N ϭ 2, twenty-two objects in the field of view were measured; in this case, the mean size ͑ wbg ͒ measured was 50.4 Ϯ 1.7 nm ͑SDM͒. 93͒. The histogram at the left is related to the case in which the background noise was subtracted from the 3D data set before the AID computation; the histogram at the right presents the results of measurements performed without any previous subtraction of background ͑plus or minus SDM͒ noise. S 50wbg and S 50bg are the mean values measured when the size measurements of all the four specimens were merged. Even if, because of the histogram step size of 10 nm, the apparent histogram width is broad compared with the standard deviation calculated from the individual data, it is still possible to appreciate the accuracy of the evaluation by looking at the central peaks of the distributions. Furthermore, the two histograms related to two different evaluation approaches quantitatively and qualitatively represent almost the same distributions, demonstrating once more the solidity of the evaluations algorithms.
For 40-nm A and 90-nm A red beads and 100-nm A green beads it was possible to study the accuracy of size measurements not of the ensemble but of each single identified bead. The mean of ten independent measurements was considered the estimate of the size of each single identified bead, and we estimated the accuracy by the evaluated values of the standard deviation of the acquisitions. In Table 3 , evaluations of the size of each individual bead for 40-nm A red beads ͑ 40r ͒, 90-nm A red beads ͑ 90r ͒, and 100-nm A green beads ͑ 100g ͒ are presented. In this case, a comparison of the two different data analysis methods is presented. The results shown in columns labeled A at the bottom were obtained after the mean background noise was automatically subtracted from each 3D data stack; instead, the results shown in columns B were calculated without any previous subtraction of background noise. The two data analysis methods yielded compatible results. As predicted by SMI VIM ͑for more details, see Ref.
27͒, in general the accuracy in size determination was greater for the 100-nm A green beads and the 90-nm A red beads than for the 40-nm A red beads. It is important to note that for the 100-nm A green beads and the 90-nm A red beads an accuracy of the order of 90%-95% was often obtained experimentally and corresponded to approximately 1͞100 of the excitation wavelength. Another important fact derived from the analysis of Table 3 is that each single fluorescent bead is more sensitive to the system instabilities than the ensemble to which it belongs. 
Discussion
In this paper we have shown that, with spatially modulated illumination microscopy, experimental size measurements of individual small fluorescence objects with diameters as small as 40 nm are feasible. In addition, measurements with an accuracy of 90 -95% ͑for 90-nm A red beads, 100-nm A green beads, and 50-nm A green beads͒ and of 80 -90% for 40-nm A red beads were presented.
These size measurements are far beyond the limits of conventional high-resolution fluorescence microscopy ͑limited to a few hundreds of nanometers in the axial direction, even under optimum optical conditions͒. The experimental SMI microscopy results presented here indicate that far-field fluorescence microscopy size measurements of individual biological nanostructures placed in the interiors of thick specimens such as cells present an alternative to size measurements made by electron microscopy or x-ray microscopy. The process of electron-microscopy size measurement of such objects is highly demanding and in any case requires physical sectioning, and x-ray microscopy requires lethally high doses of ionizing radiation; in both cases an analysis of 3D intact cells appears to be excluded. Thus, the complementary electron microscopy and x-ray microscopy approaches with less disturbing, far-field light microscopic procedures are expected to open new prospectives for a large-scale analysis of small, specifically labeled biological structures in 3D conserved ͑intact͒ cells and eventually even in vivo. Applications include size analyses of transcription factories, of clusters of isolated membrane proteins, and of isolated individual vesicles and retroviruses. In this context, "isolated" means that the objects to be measured have a minimum distance to neighboring objects labeled with the same spectral signature, that is larger than the lateral or axial optical resolution. Furthermore, the accuracy in size determination now available may permit the detection of very small changes in chromatin condensation: The results reported here indicate that even in the case of relatively few fluorescent objects, specimens of 40-and 50-nm A can be discriminated by SMI nanosizing. This means that average condensation changes ͑as measured by size͒ of some tens of nanometers of small chromatin regions in the range of a few kilobase pairs of DNA may be measured. Such small condensation changes might provide an additional approach to gene expression microscopy for monitoring active and inactive gene regions on a cell-by-cell basis. In the case of decondensation-condensation of an individual object, such as a gene region changing its size on genetic activation-inactivation, the results suggest that differences of the order of few tens of nanometers may be detectable and correlated with gene activity.
The combination of SMI nano-size measurements with SMI high-precision distance measurements, with a potential measurement range next Ϸ1nm, 16 opens the prospect of developing a new generation of fluorescence imaging nanoscopes that can be capable of complementing, in biological nanostructure analysis, the electron microscopic level in both size and topology ͑mutual position and distance determination between fluorescence-labeled subunits of a given small biological structure͒. By achievement of spatially modulated illumination also in the x-y plane perpendicular to the optical axis, 25, 26 eventually it might become possible even to determine shape parameters: In that case, the sizes determined in the x, y, and z directions would yield an ellipsoid approximation of object shape.
